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The main goal of DUNE is to explore the impact of atmospheric inputs on an oligotrophic ecosystem submitted to strong atmospheric inputs: the Mediterranean Sea.
Atmospheric deposition is currently recognized as a significant source of macro- and
micro-nutrients for the surface ocean, but the quantification of its role on biological
carbon pump is still poorly understood. The main difficulty of such a quantification
relies mainly on the diversity of the processes occurring: (1) within atmospheric cycling of particles (from emission processes to deposition onto surface ocean, including
physical-chemical transformations during transport) and (2) within the water column
(uptake by bacteria and phytoplankton of particle-derived elements of biogeochemical interest, and carbon export resulting from fertilization induced by those inputs).
The idea during DUNE is to perform realistic fertilizations, aiming to mimic natural and anthropogenic events of known intensity, onto a set of large (33m3 ) ‘clean’
mesocosms settled in Scandola Marine Reserve, located in North Corsica. Several biological and chemical parameters will be measured before and after the fertilization,
in order to quantify bacteria, phytoplankton (including diazotrophs) and zooplankton
response in relation with atmospheric inputs of iron and phosphorus.
The project has been funded by ANR for 3 years (2008-2010) and in 2007, funding

from BQR University Paris VI and from National program ‘LEFE’ have been devoted
to 2 field works necessary to prepare the actions proposed in the main project. (1)
a campaign devoted to collection of Saharan soils necessary to seed the mesocosm
and (2) a short survey in Scandola in June during which 2 large mesocosms were
deployed to insure the feasibility of the seeding experiment. During that survey, a
limited number of parameters have been measured after the seeding during 5 days.
We will present the project and the promising results from the pilot phase.

